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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method of simplification of
multibody dynamics equations by preprocessing based on
the symbolic decomposition and multiplication of sparse
matrices. The method was implemented in the Virtual
System Designer (VSD) software for the simulation of
dynamics of CAD systems. Simulation tests show that the
symbolical preprocessing greatly increases the numerical
efficiency of the simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays there are many of methods performing the
simulation of multibody systems. If simulated models are
described using absolute coordinates, the equations of
motion include large sparse matrices. Decompositions and
multiplications of the matrices are the most numerically
costly procedures in the simulation process.
The numerical efficiency of simulation methods can be
significantly reduced if the sparse structure of matrices is
taken into account. In the last years we developed a method
for symbolic simplification of equations of motion based on
preprocessing, which performs the object-oriented
multibodies with complex structures and redundant
constraints (Vlasenko and Kasper 2007:2). The symbolic
simplification of decompositions and multiplications of
matrices has several advantages in comparison with standard
sparse solvers:
• Sparse structure of matrices is used completely
without any run time overhead.
• The numerical operations with numerical elements of
matrices are performed already during the translation.
• Additional operations with arrays of indexes (like in
usual sparse solvers) are not needed.
In this article we show the results of the implementation of
the method for the calculation of accelerations of
multibodies. We developed in Maple a preprocessing
module, which performs the symbolical simplification, and
integrated it with our tool Virtual System Designer (VSD)
for the object-oriented simulation of dynamics of CAD
systems. Tests show that the integration of the preprocessing
module with VSD greatly reduces the simulation time and
the number of computations.

SYMBOLICAL SIMPLIFICATION OF THE
DECOMPOSITION OF MATRICES
Let us consider a multibody system, consisting of rigid
bodies, connected by holonomical constrains. The equations
of constraints can be written as:
g (q) = 0

(1)

where q is the vector of coordinates.
Differentiating this equation, we get the equations of
constraints on the velocity level:
G (q ) v = 0

(2)

where G is the constraint Jacobian matrix, v is the vector
of velocity variables.
Differentiating (1) twice, we obtain the equations of
constraints on the acceleration level:
G (q) v& = u(q, v)

(3)

& ⋅v
u = −G

(4)

where

Combining (3) with the equations of motion in descriptor
form:
Mv& + G (q )T λ = f (q )

(5)

we get the index-one formulation of the equations of motion
(Eich-Soellner and Führer 1998; von Schwerin 1999) which
can be used for the calculation of v& , λ
q& = v
⎛ M
G (q )T
⎜
⎜ G (q )
0
⎝

⎞⎛ v& ⎞ ⎛ f (q ) ⎞
⎟⎜ ⎟ = ⎜
⎟
⎟⎜⎝ λ ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ u(q, v ) ⎟⎠
⎠

(6)
(7)

where f is the vector of external forces, M is the mass
matrix, λ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers.
This linear system can be efficiently solved by sparse
solvers, exploiting a block-sparse structure of matrices M
and G (e.g. null space methods, range space methods) (von
Schwerin 1999; Lubich et al., 1995)
We developed an algorithm, based on the QRdecomposition of matrices, which can be used for the
simulation of mechanical systems with complex structure,
including closed loops and redundant constraints. Let us
consider it more precisely.
From (2) we get the system of equations
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v& = M −1 (f − G T λ )

(8)

GM −1G T λ = GM −1f − u

(9)

Computing the Choleski decomposition of M = LLT , we
obtain from (7) the matrix equation for λ

AT Aλ = b

(10)

A = L−1G T

(11)

where
−1

b = GM f − u

(12)

If the matrix A is linearly independent (e.g. all rows of the
Jacobian matrix G are independent), then, using the QR⎛R⎞
decomposition of A = Q⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ , we can calculate the value of
⎝0⎠
λ as
λ = R −1 ( R T ) −1 b

(13)

However, in the case of redundant constraints G has
dependent rows! The presence of redundant constraints in
CAD models is not unusual. In many cases design engineers
develop CAD models, using more constraints than it is
needful from the mechanical point of view. The redesign of
CAD models and the elimination of redundant constraints by
engineer is very costly procedure.
From (11) follows that if G has dependent rows, then A
has dependent columns. Consider now the calculation of
solution of (10) in this case. Clearly, if A has dependent
columns then the product A A is singular and the solution
of (10) is not unique. In our case we need only an arbitrary
solution with limited norm. Performing the QRdecomposition with pivoting of A, we obtain (Golub and van
Loan 1996):
T

⎛ R R2 ⎞
⎟
AΠ = Q⎜⎜ 1
0 ⎟⎠
⎝ 0

(14)

Here Q is an orthogonal matrix, П is a permutation and R1
is a non-singular and upper triangular (r, r) matrix, where
r=rank(A). Then the solution of (10) can be found using the
formula (Vlasenko and Kasper 2007:2)
−1
1

−1 T
1

λ = П 1R (R ) П b
T
1

calculating with zero elements, but also allows to preprocess
all numerical parts of expressions. Indexing of matrices is
avoided completely as linear code is generated.
It is well-known that the numerical complexity of the QRdecomposition depends on the order of columns. That is why
~
~
we decompose not the matrix A, but the matrix A = AП
which is obtained from A by the reordering of columns.
~
We do not identify dependent rows in the matrix A on the
~
preprocessing level because some elements of A are not
constant. That is why we can get the situation when,
substituting in our C-procedure the numerical values of
~
elements of A on an arbitrary time step, we obtain the
matrix R1 having zero elements on the main diagonal. We
propose the following algorithm of the solution of this
problem:
1. Using a C-procedure, generated by the
preprocessing module, we obtain from the
~
numerical value of the matrix A the upper
triangular matrix R, having zero elements on the
main diagonal.
2.

We permutate rows and columns of R in order to
maximize the size of the non-singular upper
triangular submatrix R1,1 and to minimize the size
of the lower submatrix R2,2:

⎛ R1,1 R1, 2 ⎞
⎟
Pr RPc = ⎜⎜
R 2, 2 ⎟⎠
⎝ 0
3.

(16)

where Pr and Pc are permutation matrices.
We perform the QR-decomposition of the
⎛ T ⎞
⎛ U U 2 ⎞⎜ П 2,1 ⎟
⎟⎟⎜ T ⎟ . Then the
submatrix R 2,2 = Q 2 ⎜⎜ 1
0 ⎠⎜ П ⎟
⎝ 0
⎝ 2, 2 ⎠
matrix R1 from (13) can be calculated as
~
⎛R
R1, 2 ⎞
⎟
R1 = ⎜⎜ 1,1
U1 ⎟⎠
⎝ 0

(17)

~
where R1, 2 = R1, 2 П 2,1 . The matrix П1 from (13) is

a combination of submatrices of П, П 2,1 .

(15)

where П1 is a part of the permutation matrix П: П=(П1, П2).
From (15) follows that we do not need to calculate the
matrix Q , but only П1 , R1 . Substituting the value of λ in
(8), we calculate the absolute accelerations v& .
Since using absolute coordinates, the matrix A usually has
a sparse structure and includes both numerical and symbolic
elements, e.g. the elements that are constant during the
simulation and elements, depending on the coordinates of
bodies. Therefore, the QR-decomposition of A can be
optimized. We have developed a preprocessing module,
which symbolically simplifying the QR-decomposition of
matrices and for each decomposition generates a
corresponding C-code.
This approach has the advantages pointed out in
introduction. Generating C-code directly not only avoids

DOUBLE INSULATOR CHAIN EXAMPLE
Consider a double insulator chain example (Hagedorn et
al. 1980; Lubich et al., 1995; Vlasenko and Kasper 2007:1),
shown in Figure 1. Each chain consists of insulators,
connected by revolute joints. The first end of each chain is
coupled with the triangular distance holder; the second is
coupled with the ground. The holder is connected with the
high voltage line, which is modeled as a force fc, acting on
the holder.
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Moreover, noot only the proocedure of the decompositiion of
matrices
m
can be
b simplifiedd. If we conssider preciselly the
eq
quations (4), (11) and (12), we can seee that the maatrices
& are spparse. Therefo
L−1 , G , M −1 and G
ore, the calculations

fw
fc
y
x
Figure 1. Double Insuulator Chain Model
M

off the matrix A and of tthe vectors b and u neeed the
caalculationss of
o products oof sparse mattrices. Takingg into
acccount the spaarsity of the m
matrices during
g the calculatiion of
th
he products, we
w can significantly imprrove the num
merical
effficiency of thhe simulation.
& , etc. are sp
Since the maatrices G , G
parse, we can write
th
hem down inn a compresssed form, in
ncluding onlyy the
sy
ymbolical parrts of matricces. The com
mpressed forrm of
matrices
m
can be
b calculated, using the following proceedure.
Consider an arbbitrary matrix K:

Wee modified thee model, proposed by Hageedorn (Hagedoorn
et al. 1980) and addded the windd force fw=10N
N, acting on the
t
insulators and on the
t holder in the y-directioon. Let m denoote
the number
n
of inssulators in eacch chain. Figuure 2 shows the
t
changges of the y-cooordinate of thhe holder wheen m=8.

⎛ 0
k1,2
⎜
K = ⎜ k 2,1 k 2, 2
⎜
0
⎝ 0

5 ⎞
⎟
0 ⎟
⎟
k3,3 ⎠

Then the deense form D K of the matrix K caan be
e
all noncaalculated as union of roows of K, excluding
sy
ymbolycal elem
ments:
D

K := (k1,2 k2,1 k2,2 k3,3 )

The use of thhe dense form
m of matrices reduces
r
the nuumber
off memory, neeeded for the siimulation.
Prreprocessing module

Figgure 2. y-Coorrdinate of the Triangular Diistance Holdeer
Wee simulated thhe dynamics of the examplee for different m,
usingg the preproccessing moduule and the standard dennse
solveer during the QR-decompoosition of the matrix A. The
T
resultts of the simuulation are sum
mmarized in Table
T
1.
T
Table
1 Compparison of Sim
mulation Efforrt of Double
Insulator Chhain Model
Chaain
length(m
m)
4
8
16

Floops
(VS
SD)
58899
116651
231158

Flops (dense
solver)
24400
151632
1
1058896

Froom Table 1 foollows that we
w get a linearr increase of the
t
numeerical operatioons in the casee of the preproocessing moduule
impleementation vss. a cubic incrrease in the caase of the dennse
solveer implementaation. This ressult corresponnds to the lineear
increease of the sim
mulation time for sparse soolvers during the
t
simulation of a onee-chain insulaator model.
EGRATION WITH VSD
INTE
Possiibilities of thee optimization of simulation
The theoretical results, show
wn in the prrevious sectioon,
show
ws that thee simbolicaal simplificaation of the
t
decom
mposition off matrices caan significanntly reduce the
t
numbber of numericcal operationss during the sim
mulation.

We developeed in Maple a preprocesssing module which
w
peerforms the syymbolic optim
misation of caalculations. Sttarting
from the mechaanical parameeters of a sim
mulated system
m (e.g.
masses
m
of bodiies, types and places of con
nnections, etc.), the
module
m
generattes a set of opptimised C-pro
ocedures, whicch are
th
hen compiled in a .dll librrary. The librrary is called from
VSD
V
during thee simulation oof the mechaniical system.
The module generates
g
the following pro
ocedures:
1.

The coonstraint Jacobbian matrix D G in a comprressed
form as
a a function oof coordinates q.

2.

A = L−1GT as a funcction of q andd D G
The matrix
m
.

3.

M −1s as a function of q annd an
p
The product
arbitraary vector s (w
we call this prrocedure durinng the
calculaation of b from (12) and duringg the
calculaation of v& froom (8))

Gs as a functionn of D G annd an
The product
p
arbitraary vector s (thhe procedure is called durinng the
calculaation of b from
m (12))
& ⋅ v as a funcction of coord
5. The veector u = −G
dinates
q and velocities v .
m
R as a ffunction of maatrix A, wheree R is
6. The matrix
an upper-triangularr matrix, obttained by thee QR⎛R⎞
mposition of A
A: A = Q⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ .
decom
⎝0⎠
The functions, generated bby the preproccessing modulle, are
much
m
faster thaan the standarrd proceduress of multiplications
an
nd decomposittions and needd less RAM because
b
they use
u the
sp
parse structuree of matrices.
4.
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MAN
NIPULATOR
R MODEL
Wee tested ourr preprocessinng module, simulating the
t
dynam
mics of a CA
AD model of a spatial mannipulator, show
wn
in Figgure 3. Each stiff connection between bodies
b
is definned
by thhree plane-to--plane joints like it is usuually defined by
desiggn engineers during the deevelopment of CAD modeels.
This leads to the redundancy off constraints, which
w
should be
takenn into accountt during the siimulation of the
t manipulattor.
The complete moodel includess 8 bodies connected
c
by 3
revollute joints andd by 12 plane-pplane joints.

he use of the preprocessinng module enables in futurre the
th
reeal-time simulation of compplex multibody
y systems.
CONCLUSION
The method of
o symbolical simplification
n of decompoosition
off sparse matriices can signnificantly increase the num
merical
effficiency of thhe calculationn of multibod
dies’ acceleraations.
Th
he proposed method can be used for the simulation of
multibodies
m
w
with
compleex structuree and reduundant
co
onstraints.
The method was tested dduring the sim
mulation of double
d
ch
hain exampless. The tests rresults of thee decompositiion of
matrices
m
showss linear increase of the nu
umerical operations
ussing the preprrocessing module vs. a cu
ubic dependenncy of
th
he dense solveer.
The preproocessing moodule, simpllifying num
merical
prrocedures witth sparse mattrices, was deeveloped in Maple
M
an
nd integrated with the simulation soft
ftware VSD. The
reesults of the simulation
s
of a CAD modeel of a manipulator
sh
how the high efficiency
e
of the method.
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